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Abstract • COflepiaHHe • Streszczenia

A concept of a distributed system of communicating computing 
agents is introduced. The agents of a system operate on subsets 
of a set of storage units. They are connected with such subsets 
by channels. They communicate with one another by sharing channels 
and the storage units which are accessible via the channels.
The local connections by channels and sharing channels are the only

m
means of co-operation and synchronisation. It is shown by examples 
how one could construot systems that would be capable to solve 
practical computational tasks. An algebraic description of systems 
and their computations is given that can be applied to analyse 
systems prove their properties. The concepts introduced are
thought as formal tools of analysing networks of microprocessors.

A JireC p aK H ecK M  noaxoa tc B tm cjieK iW M  b  cucTew ax 6e3 

aeHTpajiBHoro ynpaBJieHHH

B pafioie npejcTaBJiHeTCH HeicoTopafl waen CHCTeuhi coo<5maiomłix- 
ch uesjy coOoft npoueccopoB. Ilpoueccopu CHoieuu aeiicTByiOT aa noa- 
MHOxecTBax HeKOToporo MHOscecTBa eaniom naiiHTH. Ohh CBHsaHt: c 
3THUH nOAMHOHeCTBaMH [IDU nOMOSlH KSHaJIOB. KOMUyHKKaUMH npOKCXO- 
5HT nyreu iicn0JiB30BaHiiH npoiieccopawH o(3imx KaHajios k aocxynHLix 
'lepes 3TM KaHara cothhu naMHTH. STa JiofcajiBHaH KOMwyHKKauHS hb- 
jmeTCfl ezuiHCTBeHHLiu cpeacxBou B3aHMoaeitoTBHH h cHHxpoHK3amiii



In p. 3 we formalize the concept of a computation and explain 
how this concept can be applied to exhibit properties of systems. 
This gives us a method of analysing systems.

In p. 4 we give a mathematical background of our approach.
j

2. Components and systems

We shall consider systems which can be constructed of comput
ing agents, channels, and storage units.

Storage units
A storage unit serves to store data of a certain type (files, 

numbers, binary digits, etc.). The data stored in a storage unit 
can be accessed (read and written) via channels to which the unit 
is connected (there may be a number of such channels).

Channels
A channel serves to access the data stored in a number of 

storage units. The access is established by connecting the channel 
with the corresponding storage units.

A channel can also be connected with a number of computing 
agents. This establishes the access of the connected agents to the 
data which are accessible via the channel.

That the data accessible via a channel are ready to be process
ed is indicated by activating the channel. That the contents of the 
storage units linked with a channel have been exploited is indicated 
by dlsactlvatlng the channel.

Computing agents
A computing agent serves to process data of specified types

- 6 -
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(files, numbers, binary digits, etc.) in a specific manner.
Data processing is an action which starts with reading data 

(arguments) and ends with supplying data (results). Such an actionI
may be conditional, i.e. executable only if the arguments fulfil 
certain specified conditions.

An agent has ports (at least one). There are input ports to 
read arguments (a subset of them) from storage units and output 
ports to supply results (a subset of them) to storage units. Some 
of the ports can be both input and output ones ( input/output ports'). 
Some others are only input ports (pure input ports 1 or only output 
ports (pure output ports).

Examples of computing agents are shown in Fig. 1. An agent is 
represented graphically by a box to which some circles are connected 
by directed lines. The circles connected by lines going to (resp.: 
from) the box represent input (resp.: output) ports. The action is 
specified in the box. The arguments accessible via an input port
and the results transmitted via an output port are specified at the

/
corresponding circles.

The data an agent reads or writes (arguments and results) are 
stored in suitable storage units. The access to the data is establish
ed by connecting each port of the agent with the channel which is 
linked to the corresponding storage units. Such a connection will 
aentally be considered as identifying the port with the channel.
In particular, we shall speak of li\put and output channels, input/ 
output channels, and pure input and output channels.

In order to execute his action (if the action is executable 
for the actual arguments) an agent has to take his input and out
put channels to his exclusive disposal. This is allowed only if 
all the input channels of agent are activated and all the pure 
output channels of agent are disactlvated. After taking the input
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9

and output channels the agent executes the action. After com
pleting the execution the agent activates his output channels 
and disactivates hie pure input channels. During the execution 
the states ®f input and output channels are regarded as undefined 
(we can not eay that a channel is activated or disactivated).

Systems
Computing agents may be regarded as atomic systems.
Compound systems of agents can be constructed by connecting 

some ports of agents to common channels. A port can be connected 
to a channel if the storage units which are linked with the channel 
are in a one-to-one correspondence with the data transmitted via 
the port and are of suitable types. The channels to which both in
put and output ports of agents are connected become Internal 
channels of the system. The input and output ports which are not 
connected to internal channels are regarded as input and output 
ports of the system. For technical reasons we shall restrict our
selves to the systems in which the connections of ports of dif
ferent agents with channels are not identical.

An example of a compound system is shown in Pig. 2. Channelst
and ports are represented graphically by circles. The names of 
storage units linked to a channel (port) are specified at the 
corresponding circle. The same names are used also to identify 
arguments and results of actions.

In order to describe the behaviour of a system we shall assume 
that the ports of the systea are connected with some external 
channels and identify them with such channels. The storage units 
which are linked to input (resp.s output} channels will be called 
input (reap.: output) units of the system. A state of ports and
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Fig. 2

internal channels such that each port (channel) is activated or 
disactivated is called a configuration. A rest configuration is one 
in which all internal channels are disactivated. An initial (resp.t 
final ) configuration is a rest configuration in which all input 
(resp.: output) ports are activated and all pure output (rasp.I
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input) ports are disactivated.
The work of a system is initiated by bringing the system into 

its initial configuration* This causes bringing some of the agents 
into their initial configurations. Such agents can execute their 
actions. As a result, some other agents are brought into initial 
configurations and can start executing their actions, etc. Such 
a process is called a computation of the system. Whether and how 
a computation terminates depends on the system and on the initial 
data (the initial contents of input storage units).

A system is said to be proper for a certain variety of input 
data if for every input data from this variety every computation 
terminates and leads to the final configuration.

An important property of a proper system is that the behaviour 
of such a system for the given variety of input data does not de
pend on what the system has been doing earlier. Namely, a proper 
8ystem is capable to repeatedly execute an action whenever input 
ports are activated and pure output ports are disactivated. In 
particular, a proper system may serve to an agent to execute his 
action. How to determine the action of a proper system will be 
described in p. 3*

The system In Fig. 2 is proper for integer N > 0. Bringing the 
system into the initial configuration causes bringing the agent 
executing:

If «>0 then (x,y,z,t,n): • (X,T,X,T,N) 
into his initial configuration. The agent executes the action and 
reaches his final configuration. This brings the agents executing 
x: - f(x,y) and tt - g(z,t) Into their initial configurations and 
these agents execute independently their actions. Now, in turn, the 
agents executingi
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if n>0 then (x,y, z,t,n): ■ (x,t,x,t,n-l)
and

If niO then (X,T): • (x,t) 
are brought into the initial configuration and, depending on n, 
one of them executes the action. If n>0 then the first agent can 
execute the action and the agents executing xs ■ f(x,y) and 
t: - g(z,t) can start again. If n^O then the second agent can work, 
which brings the whole system into the final configuration. Thus, 
for every integer N > 0 the system computes the result of N + 1 
Iterations:

xi+i • ' ( v V *  ti+i - « ( W .
The arguments x0,tQ are the initial values of X,T, resp.. Similarly# 
the results Xjj+1, tN+1 are the final values of X,T, resp..

In Fig. 3 another proper system is shown that merges any two 
sorted files of integers (L1 and L2) into a single sorted file (L). 
The contents (of L1, L2, and L) are strings of integers (including 
the empty string A). To read a non-empty file whose contents is 
â  a2...an means to store in a register and to change the con
tents to a2...an. To write a number b stored in a register into 
a file whose contents is a^...an means to change the contents to 
a ̂...an b.

In Fig. U we have a proper system that evaluates the records 
of a file F and sums up the computed values. The evaluations are
done by two agents executing independently S: ■ S ♦ f (X) and
T: ■ T + f(Y), resp. (which is faster then evaluating one record 
after another - especially if the evaluations are laborious). The 
records are read by two agents (those executing:

if F t A then read X from F
and
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if F »i A then read Y from f).
These agents may get into conflicts when simultaneously trying to 
take the channel via which F is accessible. In general, a situation 
like this may appear if some resources (data) are shared by several 
agents. How conflicts can be solved by agents will be discussed in 
what follows.

r -- - = 3
(F,S,T):-(F,0,0)

if A then 
read I from F

' I

c c r S:«S+f(I)

if then 
read Y from F

T:-T«f (Y)

if F-A then 
W:-S+T

6

Fig. 4



Conflict«
Conflict in a s/stem are situations such that each of several 

agents can execute his action but the execution prevents some of 
the remaining agents from executing their actions.

The systems in figures 2 and 3 were conflict-free (there was 
no situation in which two agents sharing channels might execute 
their actions). A conflict had been described when we discussed 
the system in Fig. 4. Such a conflict does not cause however any 
particular difficulty. We may simply think that it is the result 
of a random choice which agent takes the shared channel. This is 
due to the fact that only one channel is shared. If however there 
is a number of shared channels then some undesirable situations can 
occur.

An example of such a situation is shown in Fig. 5. The agents 
called p and q share two channels (the input ones). It may happen 
that p takes one channel and q takes the other, which is a deadlock 
situation.

- 15 -
i

Fig. 5
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To avoid such a situation the agents must decide before taking the 
channels which of them should do that. A decision could, for in
stance, be taken according to a static priority that might be 
established in advance. This, however, is also not a good solution 
because it prevents one agent from working, and thus excludes 
certain possibilities which may be necessary to perform the given 
task. We need a fairer soltrtion.

Though the assumed framework (the lack of a central unit co- 
-ordinating the agents) does not facilitate a fair conflict solving 
there is a method which gives a certain degree of fairness.

The method is based on the assumption that agents can follow 
what is going on their channels and can leave there certain 
additional information or remove it if necessary. We assume also 
that the reaction time of each agent is more or less indeterministic.

The idea is to establish a static priority among the agents 
of a system and to give the agents a certain possibility to over
come this priority.

The priority is established by ordering totally the set of 
agents. However the agents do not solve conflicts Just according 
to such a priority. They rather play a game to solve conflicts, 
where this priority is taken into account.

The game is played all the time the system works. The set of 
players changes. At every moment the agents taking part in the game 
are exactly those which actually could execute their actions.

Depending on the actual position of the game, the players 
leave their visiting-cards in the channels they need (one cart of 
a player in a channel) or collect distributed visiting-cards back. 
The visiting-cards which are present in a channel are arranged into 
a queue according to the order of their appearance. The card at the 
head may be distinguished by its owner as a winning card if the
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owner wine. The queues of visiting-cards in channels and the states 
of channels ("activations and dlsactivations) constitute a position 
of the game.

A player may start leaving his visiting-cards and continue 
this process while the following two conditions are fulfilled:

1. there are no winning cards in the channels the player needs,

2. there are no visiting-cards of players of higher priorities in 
the channels the player needs or such cards are preceeded by
a visiting-card of the player. •

A player must stop leaving his visiting-cards and collect the 
cards he has already distributed back whenever one of the following 
events occurs:

• *

1 . a winning card of some other player appears in a channel the 
player needs,

2. a visiting-card of a player of higher priority appears in a 
channel the player needs before the player has left his card 
there.

A player wins if he has left his visiting-cards in all chan.j^s 
he needs and these cards are at the heads of all the corresponding 
queues. Such a winning player distinguishes his visiting-cards as 
winning ones. He is allowed to take the channels after the cards 
of other players are removed from there by their owners. When taking 
channels he removes also his own visiting-cards. Taking channels 
eliminates all players who need such channels from the game.

For instance, if p in Fig. 5 is of a lower priority than q
Ithen p wins if he leaves his visiting-cards in both input channels 

before q. The priority serves to prevent from a deadlock in the 
situation in which p leaves his card before q in one input channel
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but after q in the other.
An important property of the game is that a deadlock can not 

occur while there are agents which could execute their actions.
In order to show this suppose the contrary. Let s be a dead

lock position such that a non-empty set X of agents could execute 
the actions. A set A of channels containing the input channels of 
the agents from X is activated and a set D of channels containing 
the pure output channels of the agents from X is disactivated.
X is the actual set of players and only these players nay have 
visiting-cards in channels.

The rules of the game ensure that the order' .ig of players in 
every queue of visiting-cards is always the inverse of that given 
by the priority (the priority of the player whose visiting-card is 
at the head is lower than the priorities of other players who have 
their cards in the queue).

The visiting-cards of a player are present in all channels he 
needs or are absent in all channels (otherwise the player could 
leave his cards in some channels or would be obliged to collect his 
cards back and s could not be a deadlock position). Similarly, there 
is no winning player (such a player could do further moves and s 
could not be a deadlock position). As a consequence, for every play
er xeX there is an input or output channel c(x) and a player p(x) 
whose priority is lower than that of x such that p(x) has a visit
ing-card at the head of the queue in c(x). Taking a player xQe X, 
then the player Xj - p(xQ), etc., we could thus construct an in
finite chain:

However this is impossible (we consider only finite systems of 
agents). The obtained contradiction implies that s can not be 
a deadlock position.
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Another property of the game is that the reaction times of 
agents can be chosen such that every agent that can execute his 
action can win.

These two properties are the only ones which will be assumed 
in what follows to develop a theory of distributed computations.
As a matter of fact we are even not very much interested how to 
ensure that a system has such properties. This is rather an im
plementation problem. The aim of considering the game above was 
merely to show that we could have agents capable to behave such 
that the needed properties would be ensured.

The systems which enjoy the mentioned properties are very 
close to Interpreted Petri nets (of. Petri [5]) and to interpreted 
concurrent schemes of Mazurkiewicz £3].

3. Computations

In order to analyse systems we shall describe their comput
ations. This will be done in two steps.

In the first step the aspect of data processing in a system 
will entirely be neglected. We shall consider merely processes of 
activating and disactivating channels, called control flows, as if 
all actions would always be executable. This approach will lead to 
a set of potential control flows which, in general, will be larger 
then the set of real control flows in the considered system.

In the second step we shall study the correspondence between 
potential control flows and actions of transforming data. Some 
"impossible" actions will correspond to the potential control flows 
which can not occur in the considered system. This will allow us to 
distinguish between potential only and real control flows and thus 
to determine the set of real control flows. On the other hand,
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considering the control flows which lead from the initial con
figuration to the final one, and the corresponding actions, we 
shall be able to determine the action of the entire system.

We shall consider only finite systems, i.e. systems with 
finite numbers of agents, ports, channels, and storage units.

The idea of a control flow
A control flow will be considered as a prooeea that can be 

realized many times such that one realization is "isomorphic" with 
the others. When speaking of such a flow we shall have in mind 
a particular realization and we shall describe the history of thia 
realization.

What we mean by a control flow is illustrated by the following 
example.

Let us consider the system in Fig.2. After neglecting the 
aspect of data processing this system can be represented as in 
Fig.6. Let us consider the configuration in which the channels re
presented by circles with black dots inside are activated and the 
others are dlsactivated.

A control flow which begins with the part of the indicated 
configuration that consists of activations of channels 3,4,7 and 
disactivations of channels 5,6 is shown in Fig.7. The circles are 
labelled by numbers identifying channels. Some of the numbers are 
endowed with bars. The circles labelled by numbers without bars 
represent particular activations of the corresponding channels. 
Those labelled by numbers with bars represent particular disacti- 
vations of the corresponding channels. Each directed arc reflects 
the fact that the activation or disaotivation at the end is a 
direct consequence of the activation or disaotivation at the ori
gin. The arcs describe thus what we might call the causal relation
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between the activations and disactivationa (y is a consequence of z 
iff y - i or y is a direct consequence of x or there are x1,...»x̂ j 
such that: x1 is a direct consequence of x, ^  is a direct consequ
ence of x.|,..., y is a direct consequence of x^.

We see that the flow begins with causally independent activa
tions of channels 3,4,7 and disactivationa of channels 5,6. The 
activation of 3 and the disactivation of 5 lead together to a dia- 
activation of 3 and an activation of 5. Independently, the activa
tion of 4 and the disactivation of 6 lead together to a disactiva
tion of 4 and an activation of 6. The corresponding two processes 
(flow8) coexist with the activation of 7. Next, the activations of 
5,6,7 and the disactivationa of 3,4 lead together to new activa- 
tiona of 3,4,7 and to new disactivationa of 5,6.

Thia example makes clear that two requirements should be im
posed on a control flow.

First, the causal relation between activations and disactiva- 
tions must be a partial ordering (we can not have a causal loop: 
x̂  is a direct consequence of xQ, Xj is a direct consequence of x̂ , 
..., x0 Is a direct consequence of

Second, each channel participating in a control flow must be 
repreaented in every cross-section throughout the flow either by 
an activation or by a disactivation (activations and disactivations 
of channels in the flow should constitute complete segments of his
tories of channels).

Another requirement can be derived if we consider the struc
ture of a control flow.

We can easily see that the control flow in Fig.7 consists of 
the flows f,g,h in Fig.8 that accompany to executions of actions 
by the corresponding agents, and of the flow 7 in Fig.8 that re
presents a particular activation of channel 7.
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Fig. 8

Indeed, we can conbine the Independent flows f,g, and 7 into 
the flow P in Pig.9 (a sort of "parallel composition" of f,g, 
and 7), and then we can "glue" P and h into the flow in Fig.7 
(a sort of "sequential composition" of P and h) by identifying 
the activations of 5*6,7 and the disactivations of 3,4 in P with 
the activations of 5,6,7 and the disaotivations of 3,4 in h, resp. 
(see Fig.10).

Fig. 9
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As we shall see In p. 4, the flows having e structure like 
in this example are exactly those in which every maximal chain 
of causally connected activations and disactivations of channels 
is represented In every cross-section either by an aotivation 
of a channel or by a disactivation of a channel.

What we have said suggests how to define a control flow 
formally.

Formalization of the control flow concept
Histories of realisations of control flows in systems (flow 

histories) will be represented by labelled partially ordered sets 
of a certain type. Centrol flows will be represented by isomor
phism classes of flow histories with respect to isomorphisms
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which preserve the orderings and the labellings. Now we are going 
to introduce suitable mathematical concepts.

Given a partially ordered set (X, ̂  ), by a chain (resp.: anti
chain) we mean a set Y£X of mutually comparable (resp.: incom
parable) elements. Given a maximal antichain YÇI, we define;

î’:*fieï; iiy for some y€ï}, Y+:-{xeX: y^x for some yeYj.

Let L be a set. The elements otyL will be called labels. 
Together with L we shall consider a copy Z of this set that is 
disjoint with L, i.e. Lnl  - 0. The elements of I will be called 
the negative versions of the corresponding labels from L. The 
negative version of c € L will be denoted by c.

A flow history over L (flow history) is a triple (X, ̂ ,1) 
consisting of a finite partially ordered set (X,é ) and of a map
ping (labelling) 1:X— >LUH such that;
(H1 ) given a label c € L such that l(x)-c for some xeX and a

maximal antichain ÏQX, there exists exactly one y e Y such 
that l(y)-c or l(y)-c,

(H2) given a maximal antichain YQI and a maximal chain Z SX, 
the intersection Y n Z is non-empty.
If (X,4,1) is the history of a control flow in a concrete 

system then the labels play the role of names of channels. The 
elements x£X with l(x)-c play then the role of particular activa
tions of the channel c. The elements xeX with 1 (x)-c play the 
role of particular desactivations of c. The conditions (H1) and 
(H2) reflect the requirements we have Imposed on a control flow.

The concept of a flow history is similar to that of a non- 
-sequential process as Introduced by Petri [6J.

A flow history H « (X,^,l) is said to be Isomorphic with a 
flow history H'- (X",£',1') iff there ia a bisection f:X— *■!'
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such that i¿y Iff f(x)<'f(y) for every x,y€X and l(x)-l'(f(x)) 
for every x ex.

The isomorphism class of flow histories that contains a 
given flow history fl is denoted by [hJ.

A control flow (flow) is an isomorphism class of flow his
tories.

That particular channels are activated or dlsactivated will 
be represented by so called one-element flows.

A one-element control flow is one which corresponds to a his
tory (X,4,1) with X containing only a single element.

The set of one-element control flows of a s-rsiea S will he 
denoted by one-elements.

The flows that correspond to executions of aotions by agents 
will be represented by so called prime flows (we assume that every 
agent has at least one port).

A prime control flow is one which corresponds to a history 
(X,4,1), where X contains at least two elements, all elements 
of X are either minimal or maximal, and every minimal element is 
comparable (causally connected) with every maximal element and 
vice-versa.

The set of prime control flows of a system S will be denoted 
by primes.

In Pig.11 we have the prime control flows of the system In 
Fig.2 (the channels are denoted as in Fig.6).

One-element and prime control flows are said to be elementary.
The set of elementary control flows of a system S will be 

denoted by e-flows,,.
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Pig. 11

Operations on control flowa
We shall exploit the fact that all control flows of a system 

can be obtained by combining elementary ones. Two partial binary 
operations of oomposing flows In parallel and sequentially will be 
Introduced that will allow us to compose elementary flows into 
larger ones (cf. also Winkowski [7]).

We shall start with the observation that the restriction of a 
history (X,<,1) of a flow P to the set of minimal (resp. : maximal) 
elements determines a flow dom(P) (resp.: cod(P)) which depends on 
P only. The ordering of suoh à restriction is the identity relation 
so that the corresponding flow can be identified with the set of 
labels of its elements (here one should distinguish between a la
bel and its negative version). The flow dom(P) plays the role of 
the beginning of P. Similarly, cod(P) plays the role of the end 
•f P. '

The parallel oompoaitlon P+Q is defined for flows P and Q such 
that the labels of P (and their negative versions) do not occur in 
Q and vice-versa. Suoh flows are said to be independent. They have 
histories (X̂ , and (X2, reaP*> such that T^n « 0.
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We define P+Q as the flow with the history H:-(X.,UX2f 4 2,11 U 12)
(in p. 4 we shall prove that suoh H is really a history and is de
termined by P and Q up to isomorphism). Intuitively, P+Q consists 
of two independent flows P and Q regarded as a whole.

Observe that the parallel composition has a neutral element 0, 
namely the zero-flow with the history (0,0,0).

The sequential composition P*Q is defined for flows P and Q 
satisfying cod(P)-dom(Q). We consider histories (X1f 4 1 ,11) and 
(X2, ̂ 2,12) of P and Q, resp., and define P • Q as the flow with the 
history H:-(X,<,1), where:.

(SC1) X is obtained by talcing disjoint copies of X̂  and X2 and by 
identifying maximal x € X1 with minimal y £ X2 whenever

!•) (x)“i2 (y )*
(SC2) 1 is the common extension of 11 and 12 onto the whole X,

(SC3) the ordering 4  is the weakest common extension of the or
derings 4 1 and 4 2.

In p. h we shall prove that such H is really a history and is de
termined by P and 0 up to Isomorphism. Intuitively, P*Q is the 
result of "glueing" P and Q along cod(P) ■ dom (C). In particular, 
dom (P) • P ■ P and P* cod (P) ■ P for every flow P.

For example, the flow in Fig. 7 can be obtained by composing 
in parallel f, g in Fig. 8, and 7 (the one-element flow with the 
label 7), and by composing sequentially the result with h in Fig. 8.

Given a set F of flows, by (+) closure (F) (resp.: by (+,•) 
closure (F)) we shall denote the closure of F with respect to the 
parallel composition (resp.: with respect to the parallel and the 
sequential compositions), i.e. the least set G such that FcC and
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P+Q eG whenever P+Q exists and P,Q€G (resp.: P+Q e G whenever P+Q 
exists and P,Q€G, and P*Q€G whenever P*Q exists and P,Q£G).

We say that P is a hereditary set of flows if P€ F and P-R+S 
or P-R*S implies Re? and S€P. Given a set P of flows, by 
hereditary(?) we denote the least hereditary set of flows contain
ing P. Given a flow P, the flows belonging to hereditary (-ÎP?) will 
be called components of P.

Control flows of a system
Now we oan describe (potential) control flows of a system.
Let S be a system and c the initial configuration of S. We 

shall consider c as the flow which consists of causally indepen
dent activations of input channels and dlsactivations of the other 
channels.

By a control path of S (a path of S) we mean every control 
flow P g (*.•) closure ( e-flows„ ) such that dom (P) » c. The set of 
paths of S is denoted by paths„.

By a control flow of S we mean every control flow P e here
ditary (paths»). The set of control flows of S is denoted by flows.,.

We say that a path P of S is complete if there is no path Q 
of S such that Q P and Q ■ P • R for some Re flows,,. The set of

»  O

complete paths of S is denoted by c-paths^.
We say that a complete path P of S is proper if cod (P) is 

the final configuration of S. The set of proper paths of S is de
noted by p-paths,.

O

Intuitively, paths, contains all compositions of elementary 
flows of S which begin with the initial configuration. On the other 
hand, flows, is the set of all components of paths of S, c-paths- 
contains the paths which can not be extended, and p-paths^ contains
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the paths which lead to the final configuration. Evidently, we have:

p-paths^ c. c-paths„ c paths„ c flows„ .

Observe that there may be elementary flows which do not belong
»to flows... This happens if there are agents which can not work at 

all. Thus, even such a simple notion as the set of control flows 
reflects certain important properties of the considered system.

Assuming denotations as in figures 6 and 11 we can prove by 
induction on the number of prime components in a path (see p. U) 
that the paths of the system in Fig. 2 are the following:

1 +2+7+7+T>'*̂ >+7+5» ¡u times
(e+5+5+5)• ((f+g+7+T+2+S)*(h+T+2+S))m, m?0 (am denotes aTTCT^a)
(e+5+S+S)* ((f+g-*-7+T+2+5)» (h+T+?+5) )“• (f+4+?+7+T+5+5), m 0 

(e+5+S+5)*((f+g+7+T+?+5)»(h+T+?+5) )“•(g+3+5+7+T+?+5), m > 0 
(e+?+5+S)»((f+g+7+T+7*5)* (h+T+?«£))n* (f+g+7+T+?+5), m3» 0 

(e+5+?>+5) • ((f+g+7+T+?+S) • (h+T+5+5) J111» (f+g+7+T+?+5)« (1+T+2+5+T), m 2- 0. 
The last of these expressions gives all proper paths. These are the 
only complete paths. The components of the paths like e, h+T+7+5, 
((f+g*7+T+?+S)» (h+T+ITt-S))111, f+g+7, h are flows of the system.

Actions corresponding to elementary control flows
In order to simplify further considerations we shall restrict 

ourselves to systems in which there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the agents and the prime control flows which accompany to 
executions of actions by agents. Then wo have a correspondence 
between prime control Hows of a system and actions of agents.
Such a correspondence can be extended to the set of all elementary 
flows by assigning the identity actions on the data accessible via 
channels to the one-element flows representing activations of such 
channels anti by assigning an "empty action" (the identity action
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on the empty set of data) to the one-element flows representing dis- 
activations. This extension, which is determined uniquely by the con 
sidered system S, will he called the interpretation of elementary 
control flows of the system and will be denoted by Ig.

For example, for the system S in Fig.2 we have the following 
interpretation of elementary control flows (we assume the denotation 
of Fig.6):

Is(1)-[(!,T):-(X,T)], IS(2)-[H:-N], Ig(3)-[(x,y):-(x,y)] ,
Is(^)“ Is(6)- [tt-t], Ig(7)-[n:-n],
Ig(8)“ [( *̂T):-(X,T)J , I g ( T ) - I g ( ? ) - I g ( 5 ) - I g ( T ) “ I g ( ? ) - I g ( F ) - I g ( 7 ) " I g ( 5 )* 

empty action, Ig(e)-[if H>0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(X,T,X,T,H)J , 
Is(f)-[x:-f(x,y)j, Is(g)-[t:-g(z,t)], Ig(i)-[if n^O then (X,T):-(x,t 
Is(h)-[if n>0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(x,t,x,t,n-1)].

In what follows we shall introduce operations of composing 
actions such that the interpretation Ig of elementary control flows 
of a system S will, under certain conditions, be extendable to 
a unique homomorphism:

Ig : flows,,  y actions.
First we shall formalize the concept of an action.

Formalization of the action concept
Every action has a set of arguments and a set of results. 

Arguments and results may be thought as data which assume values 
from a certain set. A data set h can be in a state s : h — > values. 
The set of states of h will be denoted by states(h).

An action is a triple a •• (f, g, R), where f is the set of 
arguments, g is the set of results, and R c states (f)x states in) 
is a binary relation between the states of arguments and the states 
of results. That an action is conditional is reflected as usual,
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i.e. by choosing R such that the domain of R is exactly the set of 
states of arguments for which the action is to be executable. In 
particular, R • 0 implies that the action is unexecutable at all 
(is an "impossible" action).

The following assignment statement may serve as an example of 
a ction:

(yv-ryn)* “ (^ 1 (*!»•• •
It suffices to take f - {x,,...,^}, g - {y-j»*«*»yn} a“4 define
sRt as

(t(y1) ,...,t(yn)) “ (F^isix^) ,...,s(^n)),...fFn(s(Xj) t...,s(xB))) 
for all s c states (f) and t e states (g).

Operations on actions
Operations on actions can be introduced as follows.
To every action a - (f, g, R) there correspond two identity 

actions:
Pom(a)» ■ (f, f, the identity in states (f))

and
' Cod(a): - (g, g, the Identity in states (g)).
The parallel composition a © b is defined for actions 

a » (f, g, R) and b - (h, i, S) satisfying (fug)n(hul) » 0 .
Such actions are said to be Independent and we define a ©  b as the 
action (f uh, gui, R II s ), where s (R II s )t  means that (s|f)R(t|g) 
and (s|h) S (t| i)  for the corresponding restrictions of s and t .

The parallel composition has a neutral element 0, namely 
the empty action (0,0, {(0,0)}).

The sequential composition a ©  b is defined for actions 
a - (f, g, R) and b - (h, i, S) satisfying Cod(a) « Domfb). i.e. 
with g ■ h. Ve define a ©  b as the action (f, i, RS), where

l
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s(RS)t means that there exists u g .states(g) - states(h) such that 
sRu and uSt.

It Is dear that (Pom fa. Ilea » a and a ©(Cod (a)) - a for 
every action a.

For example, [x: - f(x,y)] ©  [t: - g(z,t)] ©  [n: - n] - 
[(x,t,n): - (f(x,y), g(z,t), n)J , and
[(x,t,n)s -(f(x,y),g(z,t),n)J® [if n>0 then (x,y,z,t,n)»-(x,t,x,t,n-1 
- [it n>0 then (x,y,z,t,n)s - (f(x,y),g(z,t),f(x,y),g(z,t),n-1)] .

We can also take unions of actions with the same arguments and 
results:

(f, g, R) U (f, g, s)u taa : ■ (f, g, R^Su ,

Actions of a system
We say that the Interpretation Ig of elementary control flows 

of a system S Is consistent if for every Independent elementary 
control flows e4,...,e„ of S such that e1+...+e„ is a flow of SI 'XX i n
the actions Ig(e.j ),.••»Ig(en) are independent.

In p. 4 we shall prove that every consistent interpretation Ig 
of elementary control flows of a system S can uniquely be extended 
to a homomorphism:

Ig : flows,, — »• actions,
i.e. to a function Ig : flows,, > actions satisfying:

Is ( dom(P)) - Dom(fg(P))t 
I3 Ccod(P)) . Cod(is(P))t 
IS(P ♦ Q) - Ig(P) ©  IS(Q),

V p,Q) - i s(p)0 i s^Q)»
*s (°) 2*

Such a homomorphism, if it exists, will be called the Interpretation 
of control flows of S.
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The interpretation of control flows allows us to determine 
which control flows can really happen in the considered system.
We can define the set of existing paths of a system S:

PATHS,. : - {Pc paths,. : R <f 0 for (f, g, R): - Ig(P)j.
The set of existing control flows can be defined as the set of 
components of the existing paths:

FLOWSg : ■ hereditary ( PATHSg).
We can also define the set of existing complete paths: 

c-PATHS.. : ■ c-paths^ D PATHSg 
and the set of existing proper paths:

?-IaTHS„ : ■ p-paths^ C\ PATHS,..
Finally, we can define a sort of resulting action of the system:

res- - --------) I A ?).
  Pe P-IATKS.. s/ ' o

We are also in a position to decide whether a system is proper for 
a certain set of input data, and we can determine the action of 
such a system. This can be done as follows.

Let S be a system with a set f of input storage units and s set 
g of output units. Suppose that we are given a set V C  states (f) 
of input data.

That S is proper for V can be expressed as: for every v e V and 
every P g paths,. the existence of some u c states (h) such that vRu, 
where (f, h, R): ■ ig(P)t 'tbe existence of some Q € flows,.
such that P • Q € P-?ATH5^.

The action of such a system for the input data from V is the 
resulting action restricted to V:

action̂ , y : ■ Idy res„.

where Idy : - (f, f, the Identity In Y).
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For example, we can prove by induction on the number of prime 
components in a control flow (see p. 4) that the interpretation of 
elementary control flows of the system S in Fig.2 is consistent. 
That the system is proper for integer N>0 can be shown as follows. 

Introducing:
F°(x,y,z,t)— (x,y,z,t),
F(x,y,z,t) =(f(x,y),g(z,t),f(x,y),g(z,t)),
F*+1(x,y,z,t) * F(Fk(x,y,z,t)),

we have:
Tg ( ( (f+g+7 +T+7+5) • (h+T+2+5) )m) -

[if n-n+1> 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(Fm (x,y,z,t)fn-m)3.
Hence:
Tg((e+5+5+5)•((f+g+7+T+?+S)•(h+T+?+S))m) -

[if N-m+1>0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(Fn(X,T,I,T),N-m)3.
Such an action has a result for every X,T, and integer N-N0>0, 
namely (F®(X,T,X,T),N0hu), iff m^S0. Taking the flow 
((f+g+7+T+7+5)»(h+T+?+S))No-,n. (f+g+7+T+?+5)*(i+T+7+3+T) and intro
ducing 3(x,y,s,t)s(f(x,y),g(z,t)) we obtain:
Tg((e+5+3+5).((f+g+7+T+?+5)•(h+T+5+5))m•

((f+g+7+T+7+5)*(h+T+?+5))Ko~m.(f+g+7+T+?+5)»(i+T+?+3+?)) - 

Tg ((e+5+^+5)•((f+g+7+T+f+S)*(h+T+?+S))N° •(f+g+7+T+?+5))©  

Ts(i+T+I+5+T) -
[if H-Ho+1>0 then (x, t, n): - (G (F*« (I, T, X, T)), N-Nq )] © Tg (i+T+?+5+T) - 
[if H-N#+1>0 and N-N#40 then (I,T):-G(FNo(X,T,I,T))] .

this action has a result for every X,T, and N-NQ> 0, namely
0(F*o (X,T,X,T)). Thus the system is proper for N>0.

The resulting action of the system is:
V.______ J  [if H-m+1 >0 and N-m^O then (I,T):-G(Fm(X,T,X,T))].
integer m » 0
In other words, reSg-({l,T,Hj,{l,Tj,Rg), where vRgu if and only if
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for m-v(N).
The action of S for the input data with integer H>0 is 

({X,T,N},{X,T),Iig)f where v5gU iff v(N) is a positive integer 
and (u(X),u(T))-G(FT(N>(v(X),v(T),v(X),*(T))).

4. Properties of control flows

Now we shall formulate and prove the facts our idea of
distributed computations is based on.

First, we shall describe internal properties of flow histories. 
This will allow us to prove the needed fact6 about composing control 
flows and to characterize the compositions. Next, we shall give an 
algebraic characterization of control flows. Next, we shall intro
duce morphisms of flow histories and flows. Such morphlsms, called 
occurrences, will allow us to carry out proofs on control flows. 
Finally, we shall prove that consistent interpretations of elementary 
control flows of systems can uniquely be extended to interpretations 
of all control flows.

Internal properties of flow histories
A flow history has two internal structures, called the

splitting structure and the cut structure.
Let H ■ ( X, é»l) be a flow history. A pair s - (U,V) of dis

joint subsets of X such that Uuv - X and u is incomparable with v 
for every ueU, veV is called a splitting of H. Such a splitting 
determines two flow histories (see Fig. 12):
left (H,s) : - (U, | O, 1|U) and right (H,s): - (V, ¿|V, l|V).

Observe that the sets of labels of left (H,s) and right (H,s) 
are disjoint.

The set of splittings of H with the ordering:
(U,V) C (ü',V')i» U c O'



i» called the splitting structure of H.

H

left(H,6} ri/Tht(H.s)
s

Pig. 12

Proposition 1 The splitting structure of a flow history H * (X, 4.1 

isa Boolean algebra with the least element (0,X) and the greatest 
element (X, 0) . -*

Proof. The complement of a splitting s » (u»v) can be defined as 
s' » (VfU). Given two splittings a » (UfV) and t - (U',V'^ we may 
define:
a n  t: - (U^U', Vu(U^V')) and s U  t: - (üu(v^ï'J, v*vj. '

Let H ■ (X,é ,l) be a flow history. The restriction of H to.
• maximal antichain YÇX Is called a cut of H. Such a cut c de
termines two flow histories (see 13)!
head(Htc) := (Y-, Y~,l|Y”) and tail(H,c) := (Y+, Y+,l|ï+).

The set of cuts of H with the ordering:
c Ç. d iff c is a cut of head ̂ H,d) /

is called the cut structure of H.
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Fig. 13 W
0 

0
The cut corresponding to the set of minimal (resp.: maximal) 

elements of X is denoted by origin (H) (resp.: by end (®j>).

Proposition 2 The cut structure of a flow history H is a lattice
O

with the least element origin (H) and the greatest element end (H). *
Proof. Let H ■ (X,£,l) and let Y£X, ZsX be arbitrary maximal

oantichains. It suffices to show that any of the following seta 
( illustrated in Fig. 14) is a maximal antichain:
YnZ: - (YnZ“)u(ZoY"), YuZi - (Y s\Z*) U ( Z a Y*).

Let us consider Y n Z . C
1. Y n  Z is an antichain. r

Suppose the contrary. Then there are x <: y in Y n Z  and we 
have one of the cases shown in Fig. 15 and in Fij. 16.

■»
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Fig. 14

Fig. 15 Fig. 16

In the first case yel and then x^Y so that x e Z. Then y£Z and
there oust be z e Z such that y^z. Thus x^y^z for x,zeZ, which 
is impossible. In the second case yeZ and then x^Z so that xeY. 
Then yftl and there must be t€T such that y^t. Thus x^y^t for 
x,tCT, whioh is impossible.
2. inz is a maximal antichain.

This property can be proved due to (H2).
Suppose the contrary. Then there is x which is incomparable 

with the elements of inz. It suffices to consider the case
x e Y~0 Z~ (the case x e TV\ Z* is similar and the other cases are
trivial).
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Since x is incomparable with the elements of THZ, there exist 
yeY and zeZ not in TnZ such that x£j, x^e, y'^ z for some y'eT, 
and z'¿ y for some z'e Z (Pig. 17). Due to (H2) we can take a ma-rimai 
chain containing x and y and find z’éZ such that x¿t'< y. Then 
z"e.YnZ and x is comparable with z"eYOZ. Thus we obtain a contra
diction with our assumption. *

Tig. 17

A characterization of the compositions of control flows
Now we shall characterize the parallel and the sequential 

compositions of control flows. This will imply that the definition« 
of the corresponding operations on control flows In p. 3 are correct.

Proposition 3 Let P and Q be any control flows. There exists at 
most one control flow R such that left (H,s)éP and right (H,»)6Q 
for a flow history H£R and a splitting s of H. *
Proof. Suppose that R and R' satisfy our requirements for flow 
histories H - (X, 4 ,1) € R, H' • (X't ¿'.l^eR' and splittings 
s - (U,V), s' » (U',V')of H and H', resp..Then [left (H,g)} • P » 
[left (H'.s')J, [right (H,s)] - Q - [right (H',s')]t so that there are
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bisections f: Ü-»U', g: V-*V' satisfying:
for x.yeü: x<y iff f(x) ¿r't(y), l(x) - l'(f(x)),
for x.yeV: x¿y iff g(x) ¿'g(y), lCx) - l'(gCx)).

Thus we have a bijection h: X->X' satisfying:
for x,yeU: x¿y iff hex) ^'h(y), l(x) - l'(h(x)),
for x,y e V: x*y iff h(x) ¿'h(y), lCx) - l'(hCx)) .

Since the elements of U are incomparable with those of V and the 
elements of U' are Incomparable with those of V', we have: 

for x,y € X: x¿y iff h(x) ■ l'(h(x)).
Thus h: X->X' is an isomorphism, i.e. R = R'. #-

Proposition 4 Let P and Q be any control flows. A control flow R
such that left (H,s) e-P and right (H,a^€ Q for a flow history HeR
and a splitting s of H exists iff P and Q are independent. *
Proof. If left (H,s)6 P and right (H,a)e Q for H - (X,¿ ,1)€ R
and a splitting s-(XltX2) of H then the elements of X1 are in
comparable with the elements of Xg. Hence the labels occurring 
in left(H,a) can not occur in right(H.s) and vice-versa. Thus 
P and Q are independent.

Let P and Q be independent. Then we have flow histories
H1 ■ (X1, ¿ 1,11) é P and H2 - (Xg, 4 2»12̂  e Q such that X1 n X2 » ̂  .
Let H ■ (X^uXg, U ¿ 2 > l1Ul2)» Then H fulfils (H1) (we have the 
ordering ^  .j U 4 2 ) and (H2) (maximal antichains of (X̂  UX2, ¿ 1 u ¿ 2) 
are disjoint unions of maximal antichains of (X.,, and (X2, ¿ 2), 
and every chain is contained either in X1 or in X2). Thus H is a 
flow history. On the other hand, s ■ (X.,,X2) is a splitting of H, 
left (H,s) € right (H,s) £ Q, so that R - [h] satisfies our 
requirements. *■
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Proposition 5 A control flow R is the parallel composition of 
control flows P and.Q iff left (H,s) e P and right (H,s) 6 Q for 
a flow history H e R and a splitting s oí H, x 
Proof. If R «■ P + Q then P and Q are independent, R can be con
structed as in the proof of Proposition 4, and such R satisfies 
the requirements imposed.

Conversely, if we have R such that left (H,s) eP and right 
(H,s) € Q for a flow history H « (X, < ,1) t R and a splitting s - 
(X^Xg) of H, then the elements of X̂  are incomparable with those 
of X2, so that P and Q are independent.
On the other hand, left (H,s) - (X1, <|X1,1|X1 ) eP and right (H,s)« 
(X2, 4|X2,1|X2) €Q satisfy X.,0 X2 - <? so that (X1uX2, ̂ |X1U¿|X2, 
l|X^Ul|X2) m (X, ¿ ,1) is a history of the parallel composition of 
P and Q. Thus R « P + Q. -**-

Proposition 6 Let P and Q be any control flows. There exists at 
most one control flow R such that head (H,c)eP and tall (H,c)éû 
for a flow history H € R and a cut c of H. *
Proof. Suppose that R and R' satisfy our requirements for flow 
histories H « (X,á ,l)6 R, H' ■ (X', ̂  ',1')€ R' and cuts
c - (X, <i|Y,l|Y), c' - (Y', I Y',l'|Y' ) of H and H', reap.. Then
[head (H,c)] - P - [ head (H',c')] , [tail (H,c)J - Q - [tail (H'.eOj. 
so that there are bisections is Y^-»(Y')“, gi Y+— >(Y')+ satisfying* 

for x.yeY": x$y iff f(x) ¿'t(y), l(x) - l'(f(x)),
for x,y£Y+i x¿y iff g(x) ¿'g(y), l(x) • l'(g(x)),
for xcY*aï* ■ Ys f(x) » g(x)

(the last property is a consequence of the fact that l'(f(x)) - 
l'(g(x)) for x eY ànd that the elements of Y' are mutually in
comparable). Thus we have a bisection h: X—>X' satisfying:
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for x,ye Y”: x ^ j iff h(x) 4 ' h(y), l(x) - l'(h(x}), 
for x,yeY+i x*y iff hex) c' h(y), l(x) - l'(h(x)).

Since the bisection h“1: X'—>X enjoys a similar property, it re
mains to prove that for all leY", yeT+ the formula x^y implies 
h(x) 4'h(y). To this end we can take a maximal chain Z£X that 
contains x and y. Due to (H2) we have z e.T such that x^z^y. Due 
to the properties of f and g we have h(x)4'h(z) and h(z)^'h(y). 
Thus h(x)^'h(y). *

Proposition 7 Let P and Q be any control flows. A control flow R 
such that head ( H,c)€ P and tail (H,c)€ Q for a flow history H £ R
and a cut c of H exists iff cod(P) ■ dom(Q). *
Proof. If head (H,c) £ P and tail (H,c) £ Q for H - (X, ¿,l)eR and
a cut c - (Y, <|X,llT) of H then the set of maximal elements of
head (H,c) is Y and the set of minimal elements of tail (H,c) is Y. 
Thus cod (P) m dom(Q).

Let cod(P) ■ dom(Q). Then, due to (H1), we have flow histories 
H 1 - (X1# ¿ 1 ,11) 6 P and Hj - (X2, 4 2,12) eQ such that XQ - X ^  Xg 
is exactly the set of maximal elements of (X1# 4-j), the same set XQ 
is exactly the set of minimal elements of (X2, 4 2), Ix0 “ ^2lXo*
Let H - (X, 4,1), where X - X1 UX 2, 1 (- l.,Ul2, and 4  is the weakest
ordering satisfying:

implies x^y, x ^ 2y implies x^y.
Then X0 is a maximal antichain of (X,4)« w® »hall prove that (H2)
and (H1) are satisfied.
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Let Y £ I be a maximal antichain.
We shall prove that U:-(Y-X2) <J (XQ r\ Y_) (see Pig.18) is a maxi

mal antichain.
That Ü is an antichain can be shown as in the proof of Pro

position 2. Suppose that Ü is not a maximal antichain. Then we have
x, say in X1# such that x is incomparable with the elements of 0. 
There exists y € Y which is comparable with x and such y must be in 
Y-X.|. Thus yei^Xg and y¿XQ. By the definition of the ordering^ , 
there exists z eX0 such that x^z^y. Such z must belong to XoOi~ 
(otherwise z€XQnY + and y would be comparable with another element
of Y). Then x is comparable with an element of XQ^ Y”. This is in
a contradiction with our assumption. Por similar reasons we can not 
have x € X2 that is incomparable with the elements of D.

Analogously, we can prove that V:-(Y-X1)U(XQn Y+) is a maxi
mal antichain.

Pig. 18
. -J

Mow we can prove (H2), i.e. that the Intersection of Y with 
any maximal chain Z£I is non-empty.

The chain Z O X1 is maximal in X̂  and the chain Z n X2 is maxi
mal in I2. Thus Z o I1 o U i 0 and ZnljoO i 0. If (Z n I1 ) r\ (Y-X2)

i



ie empty then (Z n X., ) O (XQ n Y” ) i8 non-empty and (Z n X1 ) n Y + 0 or 
(ZAX1)nY+- 0. In the first case we have ZOY / 0. In the second 
case we have (Z nïj)nï - (Znïj)il((ï-Ii)u (Xqo Y +)) with 
(Zni2)n(IonY+). 0, 80 that (Z n X2 ) n (Y-X1 ) / 0, i.e. ZOY / 0.

. It remains to prove (H1).
Let A,B,C,D be the sets of labels occurring in Y-X2, XQn Y~,

Io-(XonY"), lnl2, reap.. Then (XQ-(XQ o Y')) u (Y O Xg )- (XQn Y+ ) U (Y-Xt
Thus AfiB - 0, C n B - 0 ,  COD - 0, and the set of labels occurring 
in P or in Q is AUB - CUB - CUD. Hence A-C, B-D, A ill - 0, and
AUD is the set of labels occurring in P or in Q. On the other hand,
AUD is the set of labels occurring in Y and, due to AAD - 0, each
label has exactly one occurrence in Y.

Finally, H is a flow history. On the other hand, 
c-(X0, <£lX0,l|I0) is a cut of H, head(H.c) € P. tall(H.c) eQ. so that 
R - [h] satisfies our requirements. -*■

Proposition 8 A control flow R is the sequential composition of
control flows P and Q iff head iH.c)6P and tail(H,c)£Q for a flow
hiatory H 6 R and a cut c of H. *
Proof. If R - P»Q then çod (P)-dom(Q), R can be constructed as in the 
proof of Proposition 7, and euch R satisfies the requirements im
posed.

Conversely, if we have R such that head(H.c)eP and tall(H.c )
€. Q for a flow history H-(X, 4*1) R and a cut c-(Y, ̂  | Y,l| Y) of H,

*
then cod(P)-l(Y)-dom(Q). On the other hand, head(H.c)-
(Y”,4 |Y~,l|Y~)6 P and tail(H,c)-(Y+,4 |Y+,l( Y+)e Q are such that
Y-Y~n Y+ is exactly the set of maximal elements of Y”, the same Y
is exactly the set of minimal elements of Y+, the restriction of l|Y~
to Y coincides with the restriction of l|Y+ to Y, and 4  the
weakest ordering containing -é|Y~ and

- 45 -
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Thus H it a history of the sequential composition of P and Q, i.e.
R - P • Q. *

The results obtained show that the parallel composition P ♦ Q 
is defined (uniquely) iff the arguments are independent, and that 
the sequential composition P • Q is defined (uniquely) iff cod(P) ■ 
dom(Q).

Algebraic properties of the compositions
From the definition and from what we have proved it follows 

that the parallel composition has the following properties.

Proposition 9 The parallel composition is associative (P + (Q + R)» 
(P ♦ Q) + R whenever either side is defined), commutative (P ♦ Q «
Q ♦ P whenever either side is defined), and has a neutral element 
0 such that O + P -  P + O -  P for every flow P (namely 0 -[(0, 0,0)])» 
If P + Q is defined then P ♦ dom(Q) and P + cod(Q) are also defined. 
In particular, if P ♦ Q is defined then dom(P) ♦ dom(Q) and 
cod (P) + cod(Q) are defined. Moreover, we have dom(P) + dom(Q) ■ 
dom(P ♦ Q) and cod(P) codfQ) - cod(P ♦ Q) whenever P ♦ Q is 
defined. *

Similarly, the sequential composition has the following 
properties.

Proposition 10 The set of control flows over a set L of label*, 
when endowed with the operations of taking domains, codomains, 
and sequential compositions, is a (morphisms - only) category. *

The relationships between the parallel composition and the 
sequential one are described by the following two propositions.



Proposition 11 Given control flows P,Q,R,S, if P • 0, R • S, P ♦ R,
P + S, Q ♦ R, Q ♦ S are defined then (P • Q) + (R • S) and 
(P ♦ R)* (Q ♦ S) are also defined and are identical. X 
Proof. That (P • Q) + (R*S) is defined follows directly from the 
independence of P • Q and R • S. That (P + R)»(Q + S) is defined follows 
from cod (P ♦ R) ■ cod(P) + çod(R) - don(Q) ♦ dom(S) ■ dom (Q + S).

For every H € (P • Q) + (R • S) there are: a splitting s of H 
such that left (H,s)é P • Q and right (H,s) 6 R • S, a cut c of 
left (H,a) such that head ( left (H,s),c)€ P and tall ( left 
(H,s), c)6 Q, and a cut d of right (H,s) such that head I right 
(H,s),d )é R and tail ( right (H,s) ,d) e S (see Fig. 19). Taking the 
cut e of H consisting of c and d we can decompose s into a splitting 
t of head (H,e) and a splitting u of tail (H,e) such that left 
( head (H,e),t)e P and right ( head fH.e).t)e R and left/tall 
(H,e), u) € Q and right f tail (H,e) ,u) € S. Thus (P*Q) +(R»S) =
(P + R)» (Q ♦ S). *

i
8

Fig. 19

Proposition 12 Given control flows P,Q,R,S, if (P* Q) ♦ (R* S) 
is defined then P + R, P + S, Q + R, Q + S, (P + R) • (Q + S) are
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also defined and (P • Q) + (R • S) ■ (P R) • (Q + s).
Proof. It suffices to notice that P and R are independent, P and S 
are independent, 3 and R are independent, a and S are independent, 
so that we can apply Proposition 11. *

The propositions above allow us also to prove the following 
property of the compositions.

Proposition 13 Given control flows P1,...,Pœ, every control flow
P € ( + . » ) closure ( •( P1  can be represented in the following
"sequential" foras

k £ £l»...,m|» •)(-
Proof. We can represent the expression giving P as a finite binary 
tree with some of P1,...,P(n at the terminal nodes and with one of 
the symbols "." at the non-terainal nodes. Due to propositions
9-13, in this tree we can perform replacements as in Fig. 20.

This allows us to "move down" the symbols and to "move up" the 
symbols "•■ in the tree. After a finite number of such "moves" we 
obtain the required representation. *

P - (P^ +...♦ P1ni ♦ Pi1 *̂ ****(Pm1 +***+Pmn|B + plJ  •

1

Fig. 20
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It is Important to realize that the sequential form is not 
unique. For instance, the flow in Fig. 7 can be represented as 
(f+4+5+7)•(g+5+5+7)•h and aa (g+3+?+7)•(f+T+6+7)*h .

Algebraic structure of control flows
An important property of control flows is that they can be 

decomposed into components such that different decompositions have 
common refinements.

Proposition 14 If P,Q,R,S are control flows such that P + U and 
R +• S are defined and P ♦ Q - R + S then there are control flows 
?,U,V,V such that P - T  + U, Q - V + W, R - T + V, S - U  + Vf. * 
Proof. It suffices to take H P ♦ Q and to consider splittings 
s and t as in Fig. 21. *

P Q

8

Fig. 21

Proposition 15 If P,Q,R,S are control flows such that P • Q and
0

\ R + S are defined and P • Q - R + S then there are control flows 
• T,U,V,Vf such that P - T + U ,  Q-Vt-W, R - T - V ,  S- U * W .  * 
Proof. By arguments similar to those in the proof of Proposition 11 
(see also Fig. 22). *
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R S

Fig. 22

Proposition 16 If P,Q,R,S are control flows such that P • Q and 
R • S are defined and P • Q - R • S then there are control flows 
T,U,V,W such that

P - T« (dom (U) ♦ V), Q - (U + cod (V)) • V,
R - T *(U + dom (V)), S - (çod (U) + V) • W. *

Proof. Taking H e P • Q and applying Proposition 2 to suitable cuts 
c and d of H (see Fig. 23) we can define T,U,VtW as required (if
c ç d or dçc then we can take 0 for 0 or V). *-

Fig. 23

It is interesting that all control flows can be decomposed 
into elementary ones.
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Proposition 17 Bvery control flow can be decomposed Into elementary 
control flows. *

Proof. Let P be a flow with H-(I, 4,1) €P. There is a finite maxi
mal chain of oats:

origin (H) - c0 Qc1 ç ... ç o # ■ end (H)
and cl_1 i c¿ for i €

Tor every i€-{l,...,m] we take the maximal antichaine 
corresponding to ci_1, o^ define as the restriction of H to 
(Ti_1-Ti)u define as the restrictions of H to the
one-element sets -{xi ■)••••*xin } " Ti-ln T i* We 8lla11 prove
that are histories of prime flows.

Pirat we prove that every xeT^-Y^ is comparable with every 
yeTj-T^j. Indeed, if such elements were incomparable then there 
would be a anTlmal antichain Z containing x and y. Considering the 
cat d corresponding to Z and the cut e- (c^_1 u d) n c^ we would have
ol-1 çe ç-Oĵ with x,y in a, and thus e (Í e ^ ,  e / c^ so that the 
chain Cq,c.j,...,o|| could not be maximal.

Hext we prove that the set A of labels occurring in 
is identical with the sat B of labels occurring in Indeed,
if C is the set of labels occurring in then Anc - 0,
B HC - 0, and AUC - BuC, because H is a flow history. Thus A-B.

How, taking the prime control flows and the one-ele
ment flows we obtain:

(P11+**•+P1a1+P1 **• *

Propositions 3-8 and 17 ahow that the requirements (H1 ) and (H2 ) 
imposed ca a flow history are just what we need to deal with oontrol 
flows by means of the compositions. Indeed, the elementary control
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flows enjoy the properties (Hi) and (H2), according to propositions 
3-8 the properties are preserved by the compositions, and according 
to Proposition 17, all control flows can be obtained by composing 
elementary ones.

Occurrences
In order to be able to deal with control flows independently 

of algebraic expressions giving such flows we shall introduce 
the concept of an occurrence.

We shall start with the occurrences of flow histories.
An occurrence f: of a flow history H - (X, ̂  ,1) in

a flow history H' - (X', ¿',l')is an injection f: X->X' such that:
(01) x^y iff f(x) 6'f(y),
(02) l(x) - l'(f(x)) for every xgX,
(03) f(x) z'^'f(y) implies z' - f(z) for some zeX,
(04) there is an anti chain i'cl' such that for every maximal

antichain Y£X the sets f(Y) and Y' are disjoint and 
f(Y)UY/is a maximal antichain (see Fig. 24).

Fig. 24

Observe that if f: X-»X' is a bisection then (01) implies (03) 
and (04), and the occurrence f: H-»H' is an isomorphism preserving 
the ordering and the labelling.
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The inclusions of left (H,s), right (H,s), head (H,cjL, ail 
(H,c) in a history H with a splitting s and a cut c are examples 
of occurrences.

The occurrences of control flows can be introduced in the 
following way.

Given flow histories H,I,J,K and occurrences f: H-*I, g: J-»K, 
we say that such occurrences are equivalent iff there are iso
morphisms h: H— *J# i: I— such that fi - hg.

An occurrence U: P-*Q of a flow P in a flow Q is an equivalence 
class of occurrences of histories HeP in histories ieQ. If f: H->I 
is one of these occurrences then the occurrence U: P-*Q will also 
be written as £f] : [h]->[i].

Given a history H of the parallel composition of two flows 
P and Q and a splitting s of H such that left (H,3)€ P and right 
(H,s)éü, the equivalence classes containing the inclusions of 
left (H,s) and right (H,s) in H are occurrences of P and Q In P 40, 
resp.. We shall call them the canonical occurrences of P and Q in 
P Q, resp..

Given a history H of the sequential composition of two flows 
P and Q and a cut c of H such that head (H,c)€ P and tail (H,c)€ Q, 
the equivalence classes containing the inclusions of head (H,c) and 
tall (H,c) in H are occurrences of P and Q in P • Q, resp.. We shall 
call them the canonical occurrences of P and Q in P • Q, resp..

Given flows P,Q,R and occurrences U: P-+Q, V: Q-^R, we can 
define the composition UV: P-»R. It suffices to choose histories 
H 6 P, IeQ, J£Q, KeR, some occurrences f: H-+I, gs J-»K such that 
f € U and geV, an isomorphism e: I-*J, and take UV: - Cfes]« Since 
[fegj depends on P,Q,RfU,V only, this definition is correct.
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We have the following algebraic characterization of occur
rences of control flows.

Proposition 18 The existence of an occurrence E: S->R of a control 
flow S in a control flow R is equivalent to the existence of control 
flows U,V,W such that V - dom(V) and R - U*(S ♦ V)*W (see Fig. 25). *-

Fig. 25

Proof. That E: S-»R exists if R ■ D*(S ♦ V)*W is trivial. Let 
E: S-»R be an occurrence. Then there ares H » (X, ¿,l)€S,
H '• (X', ̂ ',1')6R, and an antichain Y'cX' such that: H is the 
restriction of H' to X, x,yeX and x ̂ 'z ̂ 'y implies zcX, Y'nX 
and Yu Y' is a maximal antichain of (X', ¿') for every maximal anti
chain Y of (X, i) .
Let I be the restriction of H' to Y', let c be the cut of H' con
sisting of origin (H) and I, and let d be the cut of H' consisting 
of end (H) and I. It suffices to take the flows U - [head (H',c)],
V - [i], and W - [tail (H',d)]. *•

Occurrences of elementary flows in compound ones have,an 
important property.

Proposition 19 Let a flow R be the parallel or the sequential
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composition of two flows P and Q with the canonical occurrences 
F; P-»-R and G: Q->R. Then every occurrence E: S-»R of an elementary
flow S in R has a unique factorization S ----* P — >R or a unique
factorization S--̂ ->Q—^+R. If R ■ P ♦ Q, or R - P ■ Q and S is prime 
or has no occurrence in cod (P) ■ dom (Q), then only one of the two 
factorizations exists.
Proof. The only non-trivial case is R » P • Q with prime S. Then 
there are H - (X, ¿,l)€S, H' - (X', t ',l')eR, and a maximal anti
chain Y' of (X'f ¿'J such that: H is the restriction of H' to X, 
x,y€X and xi'ii'y implies : ■ x or : ■ y, and head (H',c_)eP, 
tail (H',c)€ Q for the cut c of H' that corresponds to Y'. It re
mains to prove that Xc(Y')~ or XC(Y')+.

Suppose the contrary. Then X-(Y')+ / 0 and X-(Y')“ / 0.
Thus in X-(Y')+ there may be only minimal elements of X. Similar
ly, in X-(Y')" there may be only maximal elements of X. So, if we 
take p€l-(Y')+ and q£X-(Y')~ then p^'q and p ji q. By (H2) 
there exists r such that pi'r^'q and it must be r t p, r / q.
On the other hand, there are no elements of X' between a minimal 
element of X and a maximal one. Thus we obtain a contradiction. *

An important consequence of Proposition 19 is that the num
ber of occurrences of prime flows in a flow R of the form P»Q or
P+Q is the sum of the numbers of occurrences in P and Q. This
allows one to carry oat proofs on flows by induction on the num
ber of occurrences of prime flows In a considered flow.
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Homomorphic extensions of conaistent Interpretations of elementary 
control flows

Now we are able to prove the following proposition, which is 
the main result of the paper.

Proposition 20 Let S be a system. If Ig is a consistent inter
pretation of elementary control flows of S then Ig can be extended 
to a unique interpretation Tg of all control flows of S. *-

Proof. Since Ig is a interpretation, Ig(c) is the identity action 
on the data accessible via c for every channel c of S and Ig(c) 
is the action on the empty set of data (the empty action) for the 
negative version c of c. All control flows
of the form dom (P) or cod (P) are parallel compositions of one- 
element flows. The identity actions on disjoint unions of data are 
the parallel compositions of the identity actions on the components 
of such unions. On the other hand, Ig is a consistent interpretation. 
Thus Ig(e1)® ... ®Ig(eQ) is defined and depends on e^.-.+e^ only 
whenever e1,...,en are independent elementary flows such that 
e1-i-...-»-ene flowBp. we can define h(P) as Ig(e.,)©... ®Ig(eQ) for 
all Pg flowsp n(+)closure (e-flows,,) of the form P-e.j+. ,.+en, and: 

h (dom (P)) - Dom (h(P)), 
h ( cod (P)) - Cod (h(P)), 
h (P + Q) - h(P) ®  h (Q), 

for P.Q € flowsp n (+)closure(e-flows. This means that Ig can be 
extended to a unique homomorphism:

h: flowBg n(+)cloBure(e-flows^) » actions
It remains to prove that h can be extended to a unique homomorphism: 

H: flows,.— »actions .
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According to propositions 13 and 17, every Pg flows., belongs
to (+) closure (e-flows,,) or can be given by an expression E in
the following sequential form:

E “ (P11 *•••* + pi)* ••• *(PB1 pmnffl + PB)»
where are one-element flows and P̂  are prime flows such that 
P̂ -*-.••+pin *P^g flWfl for 1-1,...,».

Ve take:
HtE) - h(P11 ♦ P1n  ̂+ P1)©... ©h(pBl + ...♦ P ^  + Pm)

for every such an expression E. Since h is a homomorphism, H(E) 
is defined. It remains to show that H(E) - H(F) if E and F repre
sent the same flow Pg flows,,, and that H is a homomorphism. *

The first property will be proved by induction on the number 
of occurrences of prime flows in a flow P e flows,,. Such a number 
will be denoted by weight (P).

If weight (P)i 1 then Pe (+ ) closure ( e-fXowB„  ̂ and H (E) »
h(E) ■ h(F) ■ H(F) whenever E and F represent P (h is a homo
morphism).

Suppose that all Pe flows,, with weight (P)<n enjoy the
property. Let weight (Q) - n for Q € flows,. and let Q be represented
by two expressions E and F in the sequential form. Then we have:

E « ( G  + x)*I and F - ( G + x ) * J
or

E ■ (0 ♦ dom(x} ♦ y)» I and F ■ (G + dom(y) + x) • J, 
where G is a parallel composition of one-element flows, x,y are 
prime flows, and I,J are expressions in the sequential form that 
represent some R £ flows„ with weight (R)<n.

In the first case we have:
• H(E) - h(G ♦ x)©H(I) and H(F) - h(G ♦ x)©H(j) 

with H(I) - H(Jj. Hence H(E) - H(F).
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In the second case, due to Proposition 16, we have the follow
ing decompositions:

E ■ (G ♦ dom(x) ♦ y ) • (G ♦ codfv) ♦ x) • K
F - (G ♦ don(y) ♦ x )»(G ♦ cod(x) ♦ y)» L

with two expressions L and K in the sequential form that represent
some R£ flowsg with weight (JR)<n-1, and thus H(K) ■ H(L). Since a 
prfcperty similar to Proposition 11 holds also for actions, we haves
h(G ♦ dom(x) ♦ y)©h(G + cod(y) ♦ x) - h(G + dom(y)+ x)©h(G +cod(x)+y) 
« h(G ♦ x ♦ y).

Finally, H(E) - H(F).
Thus the first property is proved.
Now we shall prove that H is a homomorphism. The only non

trivial part of the proof is to show that H(F) and H(G) are 
independent and H(F)©H(G) m H(E) whenever F and G represent 
independent P.Q € flows,.. resp., such that P ♦ Q € flows,. and E 
represents P ♦ Q.

That H(F) and H(G) are independent follows directly iron the 
fact that every two actions A and B corresponding to a component 
of P and to a component of Q, resp., are independent (notice that 
Is is a consistent interpretation).

That H(F)®H(G) » H(E) can he shown by reducing F + G to some 
E' in the sequential form and by applying the same reduction to 
H (F) ® H (G) (here we can exploit the fact that every two actions A 
and B corresponding to a component of P and to a component of Q, 
resp., are independent and that a property similar to Proposition 11 
holds true also for actions). We obtain H(F)©H(G) » H(E')* H(E)
(E and E' represent the same flow P ♦ Q). *
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